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UE
ONDEE
SOLA
NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

JUNE, 1977

WILL AN AMERICAN FLAG BURN?
Why do people riot? Or better yet . why do
Pu erto Rican people riot? Is it because of their
hate towards police . or are they just tired of the
system w i t h ~ ?
The riot that broke out at Humboldt Park on
June 4th was not just due to a neighborhood
gang fight . There were pelnty of other reasons.
The unemployment rate in the Humboldt Park
area is very high. The drop-out rate here is one of
the highest in the city. The poor housing is also
enough to make anyone riot. All these things and
many more cause frustrati on and anx iety in the
people of this community.
Rafael Cruz . 25 . and Julio Osorio . 26. were
killed by gunfire . Another 85 persons were
injured and at least 130 arrested . Why?
After the annual Puerto Rican Parade down
State Street . hundreds of people gathered in
Humboldt Park. There was food and music for all .
A dispute started between a member of the
Spanish Cobra street gang and the Latin King
street gang A few officers would have been
enough to put an end to this . but instead dozens
of squad cars paddy wagons . mour1ted police and
even helicopters were at the scene. It seems as
though they were waiting for any incident to
occur so that they could invade the park
The manner in which they did this was nothing
out o f the ordinary for the racist Chicago Police
Department . They pushed and beat anyone in
their way . If they resisted they were arrested . As
if that wasn't enough , they shot their way through

also .
Some question the death of Rafael Cruz. Was
he shot by a gang member or by a police o fficer?
One man that was at the scene saw a policeman
standing behind a tree shooting away into the
crowd . The coroner's report stated that Rafael
was shot in the back. The bullet was from a .38
caliber Special - - the kind of guns most police
officers car ry . Even with th is evidence the
Mayor's office is "thinking " abo ut having a grand
jury investig ate this . The nerve ! Wh en it comes
to having grand juries investigate. they reall y
know it all . don'tthey?
The Chicago Police Department - they serve
and protect . Who do they serve? And just exactly
who do they protect? How can these PIGS
(Continued on page 2)
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expect to g et any kind of respect from the
people when they themselves don 't show any ',
re spect? One officer had the audacity to pick \JP '
a flag that had been dropped and light a match to
it As if that wasn 't enough . he waved the burning
flag around so that the crowds around him would
see and then stepped on it Such respect'
Did this pig actually think that the Puerto Rican
people were going to stand by and watch their,
flag burn . without saying a word or doing
anything about it? What wourd have happened if
someone had burned an American flag?
On Monday . a meeting was scheduled with
acting-Mayor Bilandic and some of the so-called
leaders · of the community. The Mayor was only
four hours ate. Supposedly he was dedicating a
new building somehwere. but instead he was at a
meeting with Chicago ·s aldermen and members
o f city council. Were these people discussing the
problems of the Humboldt Park community and
probable solutions? Or was the acting-Mayor just
giving some last minute details regarding
Tuesday·s mayoral election?
What about these so-called 'leaders · of the
community? Where were they prior to the riot?
Pro bably at their nice city jobs or out getting
vo te s for Bilandic .
Things have quieted down since June 4th. but
for ho w long? Will our 'leaders ' forget about us
now that we·re not on the news? Will Mayor
Bilandic hold another 10 minute meeting and
discu ss all our problems in this short time?
Or . will an American flag burn this time?

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:::::::::::::•:::::::::•:::::::::::::::::::::::•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:•:•:•:•

Puerto Rican Parade:
Siezing the Day
On June 4th. the city of Chicago sponsored its
annual Puerto Rican parade It was this year . as
all years. a carnival of bourgeoise commerciality
and politics. This parade . supposedly desinged to
commemorate Puerto Rican national heritage . is
really a crumb thrown to the Puerto Rican
people . A parade one day a year is supposed to
counteract they day to day neglect and
oppression that Puerto Ricans face daily.
Its
organizers
are
the
multi-national
corporations who benefit off Puerto Rican
exploitation in two ways' 1. Through the rape of
colonialism that drains the island to fill the
pockets of the U.S imperialists
2. The
day-to-day rip-offs that attacks both Puerto
Ricans and other poor people . in the form o f
outrageous prices and lo w wages . Th ese
exploiters think that their floats will dull pe oples
minds to the truth .
Further insults are hurled upon us as we see
the political hacks and poverty pimps also
backing this spectacle. These are the pe op le .
some of whom are Puerto Rican . who have sold
out to fill their own pockets They ·ve bought the
American dream at our expense. The se
"pets " of the rich and powerful . falsely claim to
represent us. yet they ignore our demands for
better and more jobs . quality education. and safe .
fire-free communities So . on the day of the
parade . we have Mayor Bilandic . who waves
Puerto Rican flag in one hand . and burns We st
Town with the other. We also have our Carmelo
Podrigue ses . wh o have seized their crusts of
power . only to betray our interests .
Howeve r. Puerto Ricans are beginning to see
the truth of their conditions . and organizing to
take control of their own lives. This year a
people s protest contingent put forth the real
issues which affect Puerto Ricans :
FREE PUERTO RICO 1 FREE THE FIVE
NATIONALISTS PRISONERS' STOP THE
GRAND JURY 1 END POLICE AND FBI
HARRASSMENT OF OUR
COMMUNITY '
MORE QUALITY JOBS' STOP THE FIRES IN
WEST TOWN 1
Thi s co ntingent set forth th e actual examples
o f Puert o Rican National he ritage ; a history o f
revolutionar y struggle and resistance. This is a
history that includes the Taina Indians. who
fought against Spanish colonizers. It is also Don
Pedro Albizu Campos. who fought U S
imperialism until the day of his death. It includes
the 5 Nationalist Prisoners. imprionsed as
(Continued on pave 3)
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freedom
fighters
for
Puerto
Rican
independence. It reaches up to the present
where the FALN. as well as all levels of the
independence struggle are carrying forth the
battle which will end in the ultimate victories of
real freedom for Puerto Rico and democratic
rights for those· Puerto Ricans in the U.S. This
contingent was particularly inspiring. as it was led
by students _from the Rafael Cancel Miranda H.S ..
dressed as cadets from the Nationalist Party. This
shows the growing commitment on th~ part of ·
our youth to the fight for independence. and the
deepening understanding that any means must
be used to achieve that end .
These sentiments were also snared by over
half of the crowd. as evidence that the protest
contingent is in touch with the pulse of the
people The paraders were supposed to pass by
MayQr Bilandic in the reviewing stand. He was.
however . unabl8 to watch the _parade. as a
bombing · in his office occupied his attention.
Bilandic. and ·all he .represents are learning that
they can ·t da,.ngle a carrot under the nose of the
Puerto ' Rican people. Not here in Chicago . not
any;_.,,here else in the U.S. The Puerto Rican
people oh' the rise arid are moving' Despierta
Boricua! befrende .lb Yoyo!

.
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Student struggle for
an Advisory Board
Concerned Latino Students and Students
for/of Progecto Pa'lante put forth a proposal to
vice President of Student Affairs, Jose Morales.
concerning the establishment of an advisory
board for the Proyecto Pa 'lante program .
These students; 011 March 12, met with Pres.
Williams concerning this issue, and were
confronted with a l'lostile attitude. One. student
questioned the President's attitude. and was in
turn. told that his attitude was "passion." For
, reasons known to the students. this "passion "
was being projected in the meeting with hostile
remarks and a lack of cooperation on the
president's part. The meeting was adjourned with
the concensus that a concrete proposal would
have to be drawn up followed by a subsequent
meeting with the President at a later time . These
students were later notified that for now on
proceedings on the issue. would be discussed
between V.P. Morales and not the President .
Why did the students go to Williams and not
Morales? The question of an advisory board was
first brought forth in a meeting with Maximina
Torres coordinator of Proyecto Pa 'lante. who
briefly suggested that we first address this matter
to Williams. Now Williams sends us back to
Morales. The lssue of an advisory board was
brought up to Morales when the program was
first developed. The student committees have
memos to support this. We. the students for/of
Proyecto Pa'lante. have just picked up whre
other students previous left off. Reasons for the
formulation of this student coaliton, is that the
Proyecto Pa'lante Program is having much
difficulty serving the interests of the students for
which it was developed . This is due to the total
lack of student input, student control. So ,
students are facing a wide variety of problems
(the financial aid crisis, for example) around
which they feel powerless. The building of the
Proyecto Pa'lante Advisory Board will aid
students in dealing with ·the realities of life at
uNI. and help make the Proyecto Pa 'I ante
Program truly serve the needs,of UNI_Latin<Js.
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On April 18. 1977. the UNI administration
attempted to nail the last _
n ail in the coffin of Dr.
Daniel Stern by using the last hearing as a forum
for its attempts at character assassination. By
painting a picture of Dr. Stern as an irrational .
power-hungry, demagogue. the administration
and its lackeys kept in line with their principles of
covering up the real issues to escape their own
guilt .
The real issues are: Stern aided the Puerto
Rican Independence Movement t;>y revealing
that Dr. Samuel Betances was working to serve
the very interests which have made Puerto Rico
a classic case of colonial exploitation . Betances
can no longer talk out of both sides of his mouth .
calling himself a independentista. while working
for the Dept. of Defense. whose purpose is to
enforce
U .S .
imperialism
and
colonial
exploitation . Dr. Betances aided the very forces
which hold his people in a strangle hold. and he
can never escape it. He can no longer pimp off
his people .
The function that Betances serves in cooling
off both students here at UNI . and people
elsewhere, is · key in combatting the real
education that occurs when people cease to
except their role as a colonized populatidn . Since
the exposure stru.c k a blow to the face of
bourgeois education. Betances enlisted the aid
of other agents of reaction in both his dept. and
the admin.istration to close ranks . The result:
charges were brought against St~rn arid
hearings subsequently followed. We can see how
important it is to the puppets of ruling class
mentality to squash the people 's right to know.
since the university stole thousands of dollars
from the students that could have been used to
meet the need s of students. This "diversion " of
money is totally understandable from an
administration which must Watergate the actions
of one of its "good ale boys ".
So. in the course of these hearings . we have
seen academics. servants to ruling class
ideology . sit in judgement of a peoples · right to
self-determination. They presume to decide what
information we can have and which we cannot .
We. as lndependentistas. deny their legitimacy
over us and over whoever aids us in our
struggle If there is any guilt to be found it is in an
educational system which promotes a mentality
subservient class and colonial oppression . We
find guilty a faculty and admini strati o n which
seeks to retard the movement for the liberatio n
o f Pu e rto Rico . So . Ors . Schwartz . Carruth e rs.
Maxey . Mata . Gl ick . Schmid . Smith . Hud so n loo k
around yo u. you do not have th e influence you
th o ught you once had . For in your attempt s to
shield Betance s. and "legitimize · hi s actions. you
have revealed yo urself to be ag ents of reaction .

Pages

just as he is.
We call for charges against Dr. Stern to be
quashed . as it was never the domain of the uni
ivory Tower to declare Stern ·s ·Guilt " or
'innocence". His position at the University must
be maintained as he serves the people in truly
educating them .
As this issue was going to press. we Just
received word of the decision in the Stern case .
The UN I administration unanimously found Stern
innocent of all charges . his position to be
maintained at the university.
We see this a major victory, not in appealing to
bourgeoise legality; but that when the people
unite . they ca never be defeated . We must now
move forward with great haste . to expose other
agents . to further advance all national liberation
struggles

Max receives tenure
Maximina Torres. Spanish counselor of U.N I.
and coordinator of the Proyecto Pa 'lante
program received tenure in the summer of 77.
This does not indicate that his tenure has any
input in his positon as an administrator or
coordinator of Proyector Pa 'lante. so . his
positions can still be challenged outside of' his
counseling position .
The Committee 0.f Concerned Students for / of
Proyecto Pa'lante are questioning Max s position
as coordir:,ator of the program. The program has
not been · functioning properly for the - last two
yearS'. By functioning properly we mean in the
interest of the student . Maximina Torres has
forgotten what he is there for and most of all who
brought him to where he is ·n ow. Before Max ·s
tenure arrived he was continaully harrassing his
staff . threatening them with memos and job
terminations . After his tenure it se ems as i f it has
give him some new power that his threats
became damaging to future employment of th Pse
counselors . Other complaints besides those are
that students are being academically neglected .
For example . the financial aide problem of the
Spring-Summer term he offered no solutions for
the students of the program and practically
ignored their cries for help . The majority of the
students from the program did not enroll in
spring-summer because of financial difficulty . yet
Max is being paid to teach his academic course
to students who are not there .
The Committee of Concern e d Stud e nt s for /o f
Proyecto Pa 'lante was formed to chang e all thi s
and get th e pro gram to work for the students . no t
fo r th e interest of few The Committ ee is wo rking
to establish an ad v isory bo ard for th e program so
there can be stud e nt input A meeting with Dr
Speller was set up for Monday June 13.
Di scu ssio n w il l be base d o n th P. proposa l for th e
advi so ry boa rd Stud e nt s will be notified o n
results and fur t he r acti o ns.

......
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Bilandic's Gang
Even though the odds were against us. our
people showed no fear . The people remained
together . and used bottles and rocks as weapons
against the brutal armed police .
Saturday .June 7. 1977 the. security of our city
proved it's incompetence .l,nste~d of ~al ming .
things down . they created a wild uproar. and
stirred up the anger of th.e Puerto Rican people
of Chicago., This anger continues to grow. Our
people will never forget the brutal actions which
the police force took •upon us qn O bJr day .. · the
day of the Puerto R.ican parade. A day we had to.
celebrate . We could not celebrate ; we had to put
up w ith police invasion.
Th ere is an incident that I witnessed . which
st irre d up my ang er and th e anger of the brothers
aroun d me. A s th e police invaded the park . they
d isc r im in ately beat anybody and everybody that
they cou Id get their hands on . I saw at least four
policemen beating on a young man . They would
have beat him to death ; but the young man 's
girlfriend . showing the courage of a Latina
women . tried to stop them . The consequences
this sister had to pay were tragic. The police
brutalized her. They seized her. pulled her by the
hair, and slugged her on the forehead just above
the left eye. I screamed and begged. them to let
her go. But it all happened so fast! The blood
poured down the girls face . People began to
shout aloud . "police brutality!" The blood this
sister shed . planted the seeds of war.
Why couldn 't they just have handcuffed her?
Why :1 d id they have to scar :her for life? Their
action~ we re totaly obvio~s . ·They really got off

on be.l~ng our people Th~ police were enjoying
th_
e mselves. for this reason they provoked . They
wanted th _
e people angry, they wanted war.
The s·hooting that occured between the two
gang member's was an unjustifiable occurence .
Our brothers should not be killing each other. as
they hav~ been.doing for years in previous gang
figh_ts . They sho1,.1ld unite . They're doing exactly
what the system wants them to do. Kill each
other. a'nd give the p_olicE: reason to fii1ish off the
r~~t .
,
The question is. why are they killing ·each
other?
Why do gang s exist? Th ese are the questions
th e security of o ur city sho uld be asking . But
instead their questi o n is. how do we stop them ?
From thi s qu estio n. co mes po lice brutality . and
the biggest o rganized and best equiped gang of
city . "the police ... with their new leader . "M ichael
Bilandic ... Thi s is the gang that is · blindly
supported by the · people
people who
enlightment toward the political structure of the
city. people who do not question , people who do
not care about the philosophy of the "ghetto .. or
why the ghetto exists. Those are the people who
support and justify police brutality. As long as
this support goes on . Michael Bilandic 's gang will
be willing and ready to brutalize our people
again .
As of yet. nothing has been accomplished
toward Jhis matter. The people are trying to get
themselves together. and find out how it will be
dealt with for the futu re.
"THE PEOPLE UNITED WILL NEVER BE
DEFEATED "

June,1977
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INS HARRASSMENT

May1st1977
Missing the Mark

On April 19, 1977, federal agents disguised as
meat inspectors raided the Agar Food Products
On May 1st, there was a march and rally to
Co. and seized 124 workers ·the majority of whom
commemorate May Day, a day which celebrates
were Mexican . No less than two weeks later, four the working people of the world . This day is
other factory raids took place where arrests in
intended. to call the workers to unite in the
two of those factories totaled over 100 workers,
struggle · which will ultimately lead to the
most of them women. After speqking · with cj ~
. d~strucHon of the capitalist state. It is only in the
group of Agar factory workers it was leanredthat': -.~ , total d.estruction of capitalism that workers will be
the INS was evidently called in by the factory
:.·~ .free of · . their wage-slavery and economic
owner himself in an attempt to weaken the
_
..,. :expl_
Oifation. This will not come about through
organizing
efforts of documented. and
. petty re'forms or '. . the 'efectroal process.
undocumented workers alike at a peJiod .of
·•.;. . Unfortunately;' the ·elements organizing the
contract negotiations. It was learned also of the
· event:
U .S . Communist
Party,
CASA
tactics used by the agents to round-up work:-i~rs in
· · (Brotherhood···of Workers·) and the Puerto Rican
a manner undoubtedly, fascist.
Socialist Party, chose to, set forth the worst in
The issue of immigration , moreover the issue
revisionist and reformist ideas around which they
of so-called "illegal aliens" has received massive
hoped to organize the masses.
propaganda at the order of this capitalist, racist
The tone of the whole event was set forth with
government. The American working class, many
slogans such as: "Six hour day , no cut in pay."
of them forgetting their own immigrant heritage,
There is enormous danger in underestimating
have fallen blindly and ignorantly into this
the intelligence of workers, assuming that they
anti-Mexican, anti-immigrant hysteria. In addition
are incapable of responding to the highest level
to its racist power, this campaign is crucially
of analysis. Slogans such as the above, address
tormenting class division by fabricating charges
the masses as if they are this one body of people, ·
about the undocumented worker and pitting
all of whom share the same level of development.
worker against worker.
·
There are advanced, intermediate, and backward
This anti-Mexican, anti-immigrant campaign
sectors which have to be addressed. In their
has also resulted in the passage of nationwide
attempt to reach all levels· simultaneously, the
legislation. such as the Eilberg Law which sets a
organizers incorrectly diluted a revolutionary
reduced quota on persons immigrating from
ideology into ·a pabulum of the lowest common
Latin American countries and takes away the
denominator. The masses will never advance if
power of a U.S. born child to immigrate his
vanguard organizations appeal to lowest basis for
undocumented parents. State legislations have
struggle . Petty reforms do ot and never will
also been introduced. In the state of Illinois
advance the cause of workers unless they are
pending are H .B. 313 and S.B. 284 which
framed in · a revolutionary context. It was this
purpose to prohibit employers from hiring
revolutionary context which was blatantly
undocumented workers. The current impact of
absent.
The level of struggle that the organizers
these laws along with the government's
campaign is illustrated in the factory raids
support ("legal '.' reforms , the electroal process)
mentioned above; in the murders along the
both deceive workers and divert them from a
Mexican-U.S. border of undocumented workers
genuine understanding of what is necessary to
by U.S . border patrol officers ; in the sterilizations
end their exploitation . The cause of workers will
of women before they are deported to their
not be advanced unless there is a transition from
country of origin ; in the exclusions of children
improving immediate conditions to the ultimate
from the public schools; and in the harrassment
goal of seizing the means of production . It is only
and repression faced in the Mexican community
in this control that workers will have any power
and by organizations who call for the defense of
over the economic, social, and political
undocumented workers,
conditions that they must face daily. Cuba . China
The Committee of Resistence Against the
and the Soviet Union did not establish
Eilberg Law while supporting the struggle of the
dictatorships of the proletariat by appealing to
working class also calls for the unity and
bourgeois legality. History has shown us that
resistence of all workers and the defense of
workers ' democratic societies were established
undocumented workers. The Committee has
only through armed struggle, using force to
joined the campaign against the I.N.S. ,
destroy the entire machinery of bourgeois
deportations, factory raids and legislation against
political economy. It is only through this
destruction , using the above means that allowed
immigrant workers i.e. S.B. 284 and H .B. 313 and
these new societies to be born .
the Eilberg Law. We see the present economic
(Continued on page 9)
(Continued on page 9)
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Puerto Rican Rage
a waste land
with a people
reaching out
with rocks & bottles
screaming out ·
their anger
they have nothing
to lose
no
suburban home
no
important employment position
no
great scholarships for higher education
only their lives
when a pig
goes trigger happy
as the mayor strolls by
smothered by the smoke
of the abused
puerto rican flag
burning in the hand
of a PIG!
Adela Cerda
6-9-77

June,1977
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Harrassment

(Cont1nuedtrompage1,
situation as one which the imperialist U.S.
government has created by its unwillingness to
create jobs and instead exploiting the cheap
labor and natural resources of other countries.
We call for an unconditiona l amnesty of all
immigrant workers and the granting of f1,1II
citizenship rights. We call for an enp "to factory
raids and deportations wh_ich are a ;violation df
people ·s basic human and democratic rights.
We ask for the support of all progressive forces
to carry-out this campaign . We inv.ite you to
attend and partic'ipate in . a general meeting to
develop a plan of action on Wednesday May 25
at 7:00 p.m. in the offices of the Legal Service
Center for Immigrants 1661 s.· sIue Island. Your
solidarity and
practical
participation
will
determine the success of this just and correct
struggle .

May 1st (Continued"°'",,.,,. 1,
It is ironic that those who chanted "Chile, si!
Junta, no!" fail to combat in themselves, the very
tendencies which prevented the formation of a
worker 's society in Chile. When Castro visited
Allende, it was no token gesture in giving
Allende a helmet .and gun . It symbolizes that any
revolutionary struggle will · fail, unless the
workers are brought to the highest level of
struggle by their vanguard party.

A follow-up
on the
Chicago 21 Plan
The Chicago 21 Plan. concocted by the late
Mayor Daley, mayor Bilandic, and the
businessmen, bankers and ruling elite who run
Chicago is still in the process of being
implemented .
The crude ideas for the plan (destruction of
poor and working-class areas of the city for
businesses development) was as old as 1909:
The present plan . with guidelines, began to take
effect in 1966. This of course without the consent
or knowledge of the thousands of families,
working class, poor and Third World who would
find themselves homeless.
For example. the area of Clark St. which used
to house working class people is now Sandburg
Village. A relatively similar amount of people now
live in that area. it is just that those people now
are the affluent who can afford to live there .
Meanwhile, poor people and workers are forced
to live in sub standard housing in ghettos only to
pay rent to slum owners. the same businessmen
who take the land seized by the Chicago 21 Plan
to further fill their pockets.
These are the same businessmen who also
built and profitted from the Loop development,
and who are presently seeking to implement the
1st phase of the revamped 21 Plan . this summer.
What this means is the destruction of the
Dearborn Park area. What this means is further
loss of homes for Third World people and
worke rs. All under the name progress. Progress
for whom we must learh that the progress of the ,
rich and powerful can be made only at our
expense . We must learn that appealing to the
political hacks in City Hall does no good . These
people are bought and paid for by the rich . they
are in those positions to do the bidding of the
rich. not the work of the people . The Chicago 21
Plan will spread to Albany Park. Marquette Park .
and Logan Square as well as West Town . People
must unite to organize and fight this now.
For further information cont ?. ct: Cc alition to
Stop th e Chicago 21 Plan . 1222 N. Wilson . 1312 )
769-2086.
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Hidden Fire
Words
cannot contain
the
beauty
and
brightness
created
as
brothers and sisters
inflame
their lives
in acts
of
patriotic intensity
Th e fire
in their eyes
and
in their souls
burns
both consuming
the enemy
and lighting
the sky .
on
that new day.
Lisa Pecchia ·

Revolution Sorig
lam
forc ed to
recreate
myself
rising
out of
the ashes
of my own
defeat

a
phoenix
destined
to soar higher
than
the possible
claiming
the new world
as
my wings
slice
the sky
Lisa Pecchia

June,1977
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POESIAS

Paths of Growth
There is a path
a path that 1·m going through .
Along this path.
many a time I stumble
on a rock
I slightly trip
As I go through
the rock becomes a stone
The slight trip becomes an
inevitable fall.
I don ·t recall .
not getting over the fall
I manage to rise
I continue through
I keep strugglin_g
At times I wonder.
if the stones will get
any bigger .
and how hard the next fall
will be.
and how long it will take me
to rise from that fal I; as
the stone gets bigger
and the fall becomes harder
Ah! But I've run into this road
A road that becomes a new path
for me
a path where I can see the stones
ahead
a path where I know. why the stones
exist
now I can walk over the stones
I can shovel my way through
This is the path of reality
the path that will lead
to long roads ahead
Ah yes . those roads ahead.
There is this path .
By Maria Fuentes

June , 1977
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EL J:ORVENIR DE BORICUA
E SOBRE UNA
WCHA ARMAM.

EL DERECHO DEL BORICUA
NO SE DISCUTE. SI SE
DISCUTE SEAA A TJROS.

QUE ON DEE SOLA
North eastern Illinois University
Bryn Mawr at St . Louis
Ch icago , Il li no is 60625

QUE ONDEE SOLA is published at
Northeastern
Illinois Un iversity. The
opinions expressed in Q.O.S. do not
necessarily
reflect
those
of. the
administration. Responsibility of its
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In Memory
of Osorio and Cruz

Commentary:

. During " Puerto Rican wee k · in Chi cago . many
incidents occured . The most trag ic were the cold
blooded murders of Julio Oso rio and Rafael Cruz.
The two were shot down by the Chicago Pol ice
department in Humboldt Park after the Puerto
Ric an parade .
They were both shot in th e back. The officer
that murdered them has not been identified .
(Even though the CPD knows who he is.) The
people of the community are charging the
Chicago Police with murder and harboring a
fugitive . We must support the famil ies of our two
brothers and make certain that the policemen
who did this pay for their crime .
One of the major problems is the bad
arrangement with the CPD. Westown has over
75 .000 Latinos . and yet more than half of the
police force is white an d live on the "Lily Wh ite "
outskirt s of the city.
If Westown was Lily wh ite Lake Shore Drive .
I'm sure the CPD would have take n security
measures to secure the safet y of the innocent
bystanders before they invaded the co mm unity.
Since there were no ne taken many mot hers .
daughters. and sons suffered busted heads and
bullet wounds .
Th e attitude of the police toward th e gang fight
wh ich occured in Humbol dt Park was not o nly
brutal . but al so th e wood for the fire that was to
begin . .
Through out ' al l t he ye ars in whi ch Puerto
Ricans have lived in th is city . we hav e al ways
been polit ically neg lected by the hoo dlu ms i,:i
City Hall wh o call the mselve s politi cians. We
have been ste pped on in th e st reets becau se we
are Puerto Rican . and now t hey have killed two
brothers fro m ou r co mm unity. Just· two more
'Spi es · dead to add to the never e ndi ng li st o f
peo ple . human be ings who have been mu rd ered
like t hem1 Th e Puerto Rica n people . Lat inos all
must rise from th is op pression .
We must fight so no more Julias or Rafae ls are
added to the list of deat hs. Th e commun ity must
unite and make sure th at th ese irrespo nsibl e
ani mal s who call the mse lves
"protectors o f
soci et y " pay fo r th e col d and inhu mane mu rd ers
of ou r brothers Julio Osorio and Rafael Cruz .

Que Ondee Sola
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